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Wipple makes working together 

work better. We digitize your 

meeting room with the best 

collaborative technologies. 

wipple.fr

Urbik proposes solutions that 

bring different types of digital 

services in public spaces in 

order to inform and connect 

people, to facilitate interactions, 

to give advice, to measure and 

produce data. Urbik focuses on 

three sectors; tourism, urban 

redevelopment projects and sports 

and cultural events.

urbik.fr

The Third is specialized in real 

estate visualization. We create 3D 

productions and applications. We 

also make real time virtual visits 

with an app or online. 

thethirdstudio.com

Esomus makes it possible 

to standardize, centralize 

and optimize a dynamic risk 

management by creating a 

standardized database and 

identify hazards. It will allow 

the prevention of work-related 

accidents in your company.

esomus.com

WeGroup offers a peer to peer 

property insurance platform. 

With this we enable our 

users to share risks with their 

peers, which transfers part of 

the responsibilities from the 

insurance company to the users. 

To accomplish this, we use a 

mix of cutting-edge tech for the 

purposes of transparency, fraud-

detection and automation. 

wegroup.be

Meet Square is a platform or 

gateway for collaboration between 

companies, which allows different 

partners of a common project 

to exchange information and 

manage their projects in a simple, 

efficient and secure way. We offer 

a network where managers can 

easily connect instead of sending 

plenty of e-mails.

meet-2.com

Room40 uses data, video, images 

and sound to improve security in 

the broadest sense. Our technology 

helps governments to improve the 

safety and security of its citizens, 

but can also be used in the 

private sector. Privacy and security 

interfere with each other. Room 40 

can help you make this trade-off.

roomfourzero.com

Novastream is editor of a video 

hosting site for businesses. Our 

video tool is used to centralize, 

qualify and broadcast video 

content in companies. 

novastream.fr

Visiotalent creates innovative 

solutions for recruitment 

procedures. We bring candidates 

to life through video applications.

visiotalent.com
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Solar Enterprise is generating, 

storing and using energy locally 

in a sustainable way. With a small 

windmill like Eolie we can convert 

wind into electricity that can 

provide enough energy for smaller 

users to keep working.  
solarenterprise.eu

Pingflow is an expert in digital 

and dynamic visual management. 

We develop simple and 

ergonomic software solutions for 

the digital transition of your visual 

management, activity monitoring 

and internal communication. 

pingflow.com


